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One woman. Two Men. Deep Secrets. KYLA CARTER, a successful entertainment attorney, is newly
engaged to the man of her dreams. VINCENT PRESTON is a successful financial analyst and romantic at
heart who spares no expense to show Kyla his love and dedication. Things are seemingly perfect between
them until the day that SALVATORE ROCCO reappears. Salvatore reminds Kyla that she can’t escape her
past, no matter how hard she tries. He was her first love and they share a long history and an unbreakable
bond. Although Kyla has blocked him from her memory and moved on, he is determined to win her back.
Salvatore's re-emergence opens up a pandora's box containing secrets and lies that could be hard to close.
Kyla is faced with a difficult decision before her wedding day. Should she come clean to her fiancé about her
haunting secrets and risk losing him or should she keep them all buried away for good and go on with her
plans to become Mrs. Preston? Does Salvatore deserve another chance? Will her secrets and lies cost her
everything? If Salvatore has anything to do with it, there will be no wedding. What Salvatore wants,
Salvatore usually gets but will Kyla give it to him this time? Two of Hearts twists and turns to the very end
as Kyla tries to decide which heart she must choose.
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From reader reviews:

Beatrice Flanagan:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite publication and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your problem; you can
add your knowledge by the publication entitled Two of Hearts. Try to make book Two of Hearts as your
close friend. It means that it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside that course make you
smarter than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for yourself. The book makes you a lot more confidence
because you can know every thing by the book. So , we should make new experience and knowledge with
this book.

Rachel Leadbetter:

What do you concerning book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
require something to explain what the one you have problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy
man or woman? If you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is give you a sense of feeling
bored faster. And you have spare time? What did you do? Everyone has many questions above. They must
answer that question due to the fact just their can do which. It said that about reserve. Book is familiar on
every person. Yes, it is proper. Because start from on pre-school until university need this particular Two of
Hearts to read.

James Mace:

This Two of Hearts book is just not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you get by reading this book is information inside this publication incredible fresh, you will get
details which is getting deeper an individual read a lot of information you will get. This kind of Two of
Hearts without we comprehend teach the one who looking at it become critical in pondering and analyzing.
Don't end up being worry Two of Hearts can bring once you are and not make your case space or
bookshelves' become full because you can have it in your lovely laptop even cell phone. This Two of Hearts
having excellent arrangement in word along with layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Elizabeth Givens:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside together with friends, fun activity along with
family or just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by
looking at a book. Ugh, you think reading a book will surely hard because you have to accept the book
everywhere? It fine you can have the e-book, getting everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Two
of Hearts which is keeping the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.
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